In previous issues of the Jail Suicide/Mental Health Update, we have regularly discussed the relationship between inmate suicides and liability. And when the discussion turns to case law, we invariably seek the guidance of Fred Cohen, LL.B, LL.M, one of the foremost experts on correctional law and author of The Mentally Disordered Inmate and the Law, the definitive text on the topic. He is also Professor Emeritus at the Graduate School of Criminal Justice, State University of New York-Albany, as well as a federal court monitor. The following article is adapted and abbreviated from Chapter 14 of The Mentally Disordered Inmate and the Law, 2nd Edition, by Fred Cohen, © 2008 Civil Research Institute, Inc., 4478 US Route 27, Kingston, NJ 08528, and is written here with permission. All rights reserved. The full table of contents for Chapter 14 can be found at http://www.civicresearchinstitute.com/mdl.html. In reviewing the current case law, Professor Cohen argues that, although all inmate suicides are not preventable and plaintiffs face a difficult burden in proving liability, two critical questions should be considered: 1) what policy objectives are reasonable and attainable concerning custodial suicide? and 2) what roles do the courts have in fashioning and enforcing rules designed to reduce — not eliminate — custodial suicide and to provide just compensation where liability is established? Answers to these questions and more follow below.

**Liability for Custodial Suicide: A Look Back**

by

Fred Cohen

**Theories of Liability**

There are three primary theories of liability presently used in constitutionally grounded, custodial suicide cases, and all must eventually link themselves to the demanding test of deliberate indifference. These theories are:

- Failure to provide medical or mental health care for a serious medical (or more likely) psychological disorder;
- Failure to provide a non-life-threatening (or safe) environment; and
- Failure to train.

The first two theories are far and away the most popular. With the Court’s decisions in Farmer v. Brennan, Wilson v. Seiter, and its earlier decisions in Estelle v. Gamble and City of Canton v. Harris, deliberate indifference is the state of mind requirement for prison (and presumably jail) condition cases, failure to train claims, and also medical/psychiatric claims. The actual knowledge aspect of deliberate indifference often is the most vigorously contested factual issue. In sorting through what was or was not known, it is also important to link knowledge to a particular risk (or technique).

1) Failure to Provide Care and Failure to Protect

The reported decisions are confused on the precise boundaries of these competing theories and this is especially so for a “failure to protect” claim and a failure to provide medical/psychiatric care claim. When courts analyze a custodial suicide case along mental health care lines, they seem implicitly to accept suicide as caused by some mental aberration: “Sane persons do not ordinarily kill themselves,” stated one early court.

In civil commitment law, modern statutes require a finding of mental illness that also creates a substantial danger of the person causing serious harm to himself or others. Suicide ideation, and certainly a recent attempt to commit suicide, serve as adequate bases for a “dangerous to self” commitment in most jurisdictions.

Professor David Wexler argues that persons who attempt suicide are by no means always mentally incompetent at the time of attempt. Should we save only those who appear to be incompetent and allow the competent the choice of dying at their own hand? Should we honor future valid consents from a rescued but ungrateful incompetent?

The fact that custodial suicide cases present interesting questions concerning commitability, and the fact that viewing suicide exclusively as an act of madness or incompetence is dubious, does not affect the custodian’s duty to preserve life. As noted earlier, that basic duty flows from custodial obligations and does not depend on the legal basis for custody, the cause or source of the harm or threatened harm, or the acceptance of any particular theory as explaining the harm or threat thereof. However, if one accepts suicide as invariably a sign of serious mental illness, the
nature of the custodian’s duty changes. This may have significant consequences for the particular duty owed the individual and its duration. The duty owed, in turn, may also be seen as varying with the nature of the facility.

Few modern decisions face the dilemma of the relationship of mental illness to custodial suicide more starkly than Taylor v. Wausau Underwriters Insurance Co. Taylor was a former corrections officer accused of some heinous crimes against a minor. His mental health screen was uneventful but because of his corrections background and the charges, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin jail officials put Taylor on suicide watch. Federal District Court Judge Griesbach ultimately granted summary judgment for the defendants, but not before trying to parse the duty to provide mental health care and the duty to protect. The judge ultimately, and correctly, concluded:

I am satisfied that the present state of the law is clear—deliberate indifference to a substantial risk of suicide by an inmate, even a completely sane and rational inmate, constitutes a violation of the inmate’s constitutional rights. It therefore follows that the fact that Taylor was not mentally ill is irrelevant to his claim against the jail and its officers, except to the extent that the absence of mental illness would have made his suicide less foreseeable. It is enough for plaintiffs to show that prison officials were cognizant of the significant likelihood that Taylor intended to take his own life and that they failed to take reasonable steps to prevent him from succeeding.

If Taylor had been diagnosed as seriously mentally ill, then of course there would be the possibility of arguing that a failure to provide treatment was causally linked to the suicide. As it was, Taylor hanged himself while under suicide precautions, but during a brief period when he managed to violate the rules and darken his cell. The jail’s failure to prevent the cell darkening and the ten-minute delay in rectifying it were held not to constitute deliberate indifference.11

2) Treatment vs. Protection

As we have repeatedly seen, a serious mental illness calls for treatment. A suicide threat calls first for prevention and then, perhaps, treatment. However one ultimately defines treatment, it has longer-term objectives and it is more involved than the protection of the individual from himself. The latter duty evokes an insulating function and carries with it no implications for “getting better.” Treatment, on the other hand, clearly is an intervention based on a clinical diagnosis and designed to relieve needless pain or suffering and to ultimately ameliorate or cure a particular condition.13

Jails and lockups are inherently short-term holding facilities. Longer-term treatment based on a medical model of causation for suicide is far more appropriate for prison, yet it is regularly and uncritically incorporated into the reported decisions involving short-term facilities.

I am not arguing here that mental illness is more or less likely to explain suicides or suicide attempts in prison. I am arguing that longer-term confinement breeds longer term obligations along with the additional time to arrive at more discriminating causal assessments. Thus, with more time for more discriminating diagnosis and assessment and a longer-term relationship, I would expect mental illness as a cause and as dictating a response to be more at home in prison than jail.14

a) “Self-Protective” Insulation

The insulation imposed for protective measures may indeed allow, and perhaps invite, stark measures. In Davis v. Marble, after a very serious suicide attempt, a plaintiff was confined for ten days in a padded cell with a pit toilet and was given paper clothing. The plaintiff sued for damages, alleging that the harsh condition of his ten-day observational confinement constituted cruel and unusual punishment. The circuit court upheld the lower court’s grant of summary judgment for the defendants.

The Seventh Circuit correctly found that whether the plaintiff was a detainee or a convicted person, he was required to show deliberate indifference. With respect to his confinement in the padded cell, Davis alleged that the defendants deprived him of such minimal necessities as adequate clothing, a mattress, and bathroom facilities. However, the defendants took these measures only after a mental health professional directed that Davis be placed on suicide watch, and the precautions were implemented as part of the jail’s standard suicide watch procedures. Thus, the court found that the defendants were not deliberately indifferent to the conditions of his confinement, but rather were cognizant of the substantial risk that Davis might again try to kill himself. The jail staff would have been delerict in their duties had they ignored the risk of self-inflicted harm that Davis posed.16

Drastic measures may be necessary to prevent custodial suicide. In Myers v. County of Lake, the Seventh Circuit held that inmates may be deprived not only of belts and ties, but also of pens, sheets, blankets, even clothing, since almost any object may be used to harm oneself. In Anderson v. County of Kern, the Ninth Circuit recognized that suicidal inmates might use sinks, standard toilets, and beds to harm themselves and approved use of a padded cell.

The Davis court reached the same conclusion as to Davis’s claim that the defendants violated his due process rights by keeping him in the padded cell for more than twenty-four hours without periodically reevaluating his need to be there or providing him with meaningful notice and a hearing. Davis was confined in the padded cell as a result of an appropriate exercise of professional judgment by a mental health professional, and that is all that the Due Process Clause required. During his ten-day stay in the padded cell, mental health professionals reevaluated his need to remain there three times and lessened the restrictions as Davis improved. Moreover, while in the padded cell, Davis continued to complain of the severe shoulder pain that prompted him to attempt suicide in the first place.19

Under ordinary circumstances, or if unduly prolonged, such conditions of confinement may become cruel and unusual. The record in Davis, Myers, and Anderson, however, suggests harsh but reasonable preventive measures. However, where
a potential suicide is left in filth to sleep nude on concrete, such measures should be found to be excessive.

b) Ensuring Physical Safety of Protective Cells

Placing a suicidal inmate in a stark setting for a relatively brief time clearly is legally permissible. The correctional objective is to preserve life, and the conditions of confinement may be sufficiently austere to help achieve that objective. On the other hand, placing a suicidal inmate in a cell that fairly invites an attempt by the suicidally inclined may expose the custodian to liability.

For example, the Nassau County, New York Correctional Facility experienced several inmate hangings from cell coat hooks that supposedly were suicide proof.20 In fact, the hooks allowed material to be weaved through the back of the hook allowing the ligature to be attached to the side supports of the bracket, thereby jamming the hook.

After the death by hanging of one James Gunther and a settlement in the amount of $875,000, the hooks finally were removed from all cells.21 The Jail Suicide/Mental Health Update,22 edited and written by suicide expert Lindsay Hayes, points out that too little attention is given to the physical safety of cells, especially to protrusions conducive to suicide by hanging.23

3) Actual Knowledge

Viero v. Buffano24 raises a number of interesting questions on the knowledge aspect of liability. A fourteen-year-old boy who had been in a psychiatric hospital for thirty-three days before being committed to a juvenile facility, who spoke of suicide at his intake screening, and who was prescribed but then not given Ritalin, committed suicide. The case is factually complicated but Judge Shadur did see at least one point clearly:

Defendants miss the point that there are potentially two independent paths to recovery here….For instance, [defendants] argue that because “Ritalin is not to be prescribed for an adolescent diagnosed as suffering from major depression,” defendants’ failure to ensure that Rosario received Ritalin could not have led to his suicide. That may perhaps be so (although defendants have offered no evidence to support their assertion), but such reasoning perpetuates a mistake made by defendants’ throughout their filings. Two possible grounds for liability exist here: defendants’ failure to ensure that Rosario’s serious medical needs were met, and defendants’ failure to protect Rosario from committing suicide. Defendants do not recognize that the former need not be related to the latter for Viero [the mother] to recover under Section 1983 (though the measures of damages would be very difficult). On the other hand Viero could argue that the reason Rosario committed suicide was that he was mentally unstable because he had not been given Ritalin, nor had he been given access to mental health professional since he arrived at St. Charles. But Viero could also independently argue that defendants’ failure to ensure that Rosario received Ritalin and had mental health counseling caused harm to him independent of his suicide. Of course any recovery on the latter theory would be limited to the harm suffered by Rosario without regard to his suicide (e.g., pain and suffering), but she could recover on that theory nonetheless.25

While Judge Shadur did see the separate routes to recovery more clearly than most, his observation on recovery for the alleged medical or mental health failure may be misleading. That is, recovery for suicide based on either of the twin theories should be the same. There is, however, a third point lurking here: the plaintiff-mother might recover for the pain and suffering associated with the medical-mental health failure independent of the suicide. This might occur if a fact-finder did not find the risk of suicide serious or sufficiently obvious but did find deliberate indifference as to the medication, failure to counsel, and failure to use existing information.

a) Factors Demonstrating Actual Knowledge

Jacobs v. West Feliciana Sheriff’s Dept.26 is a good example of a reviewing court following a duty to protect analysis (although without explicitly stating so) and determining that a jury could find that certain defendants acted with deliberate indifference in failing to prevent the suicide of a pretrial detainee. The decision also is of interest for factoring design defect27 into a determination of deliberate indifference. The recitation of factors demonstrating actual knowledge of the risk of suicide also is of interest.

On August 21, 1996, Sheila Jacobs was arrested for attempted second-degree murder. Jacobs had become enraged at her uncle when she learned that he had allegedly sexually molested one of her sons years earlier. The arresting state troopers informed an investigator for the West Feliciana Sheriff’s Department that Jacobs told them shortly after her arrest that after shooting her uncle, she had tried to kill herself by placing a loaded gun in her mouth and pulling the trigger, but the gun had jammed. The investigator conveyed this information to Sheriff Daniel and, thus, we do not encounter the information “hand off” problem discussed later in this chapter.28

Sheriff Daniel and Deputy Rabalais both testified that they were indeed told that Jacobs had attempted suicide shortly before her arrest. After processing Jacobs, the officers at the West Feliciana Parish Prison placed her in a “detox” cell, which they use to house inmates who are intoxicated, who need to be isolated for safety reasons, or who are designated for placement on a suicide watch. According to Deputy Rabalais’s deposition testimony, when Jacobs was placed in the detox cell, the officers had her on suicide watch and had notified the control center. The various defendants testified that the detox cell could be constantly observed from the jail’s control room through a window, but that a substantial portion of the cell, including the bunk area, fell into a “blind spot” not visible from the control room. This cell could be completely observed only if an officer viewed it directly from the hallway.

The cell also had several “tie-off” points (bars and light fixtures from which a makeshift rope could be suspended), despite Sheriff Daniel’s acknowledgment that a suicide prevention cell should not have such tie-off points and despite the fact that another inmate had previously committed suicide in the very same cell by
hanging himself with a sheet from one of these tie-off points. To
the best of Deputy Rabalais’s knowledge and pursuant to Sheriff
Daniel’s directive, Jacobs was not given sheets on the first night
of her detention, August 21.

On August 23, a defense lawyer visited Jacobs at the jail and
requested that Sheriff Daniel leave her in the detox cell and perhaps
provide her with a blanket and towel. Daniel instructed one of his
deputies to give these items to her, but the record reflects only
that she received a sheet (which she eventually used to kill herself)
and there is no evidence that she received either a towel or a
blanket. In his report, the Sheriff stated that he had been thinking
about moving Jacobs to another cell with other female detainees,
but decided to leave her in the detox cell after she asked him not to
move her because she was afraid the other women would hurt her.
He also noted that when Jacobs had asked for her hepatitis
medication, she had given no further indication that she was
planning to attempt suicide or to harm herself.

Deputies Reech and Rabalais were on duty at the jail facility from
11:30 p.m. the night of August 23 until 7:30 a.m. the next morning,
August 24. The record reveals that the defendants still regarded
Jacobs as a suicide risk during that time. Indeed, Sheriff Daniel
testified that Jacobs was on a “precautionary” though not a
“straight” suicide watch. The court’s review of the record revealed
few discernible differences between these two types of suicide
watches.

When an inmate is on “strict” suicide watch, the jail’s informal
policy was to have the inmate visually monitored every fifteen
minutes. Deputy Reech testified that he and Deputy Rabalais made
periodic checks on Jacobs; however, it was unclear exactly how
often the deputies checked on her while she was under the
“precautionary” suicide watch. What was clear was that as many
as forty-five minutes elapsed from the time a deputy last checked
on Jacobs to the time she was discovered hanging from the light
fixture in the detox cell.

Specifically, the record revealed that after having observed Jacobs
in the detox cell at 12:22 a.m. and at 1:00 a.m., Deputy Reech checked
on her at 1:22 a.m. and observed her lying awake in her bunk. At
2:00 a.m., Deputy Rabalais went to investigate some loud music
down the hall and on his way back to the control station, he
observed Jacobs lying awake in her bunk. Deputy Rabalais testified
that both he and Deputy Reech checked on Jacobs sometime
between 2:00 a.m. and 2:44 a.m., and that Jacobs was still awake
in her bunk. After this last check, Deputy Reech returned to the jail
lobby to read his newspaper.

At approximately 2:44 a.m., Deputy Rabalais looked into the detox
cell from the control room and saw what appeared to be part of
an arm hanging from the ceiling. Concerned, he went to find
Deputy Reech (who was still reading the newspaper) to help
him get into the detox cell. When the deputies arrived at the
cell, they found Jacobs hanging from a sheet that had been tied
around the caging surrounding a ceiling light fixture. Deputy
Rabalais found a knife and enlisted the assistance of another
inmate in cutting the sheet and lowering Jacobs onto the floor.
By all indications, Jacobs had torn a small string from the bunk
mattress and wrapped that string around the sheet to form a
makeshift rope. The paramedics who arrived only moments later
were unable to resuscitate her.

Jacobs’s suicide was the third suicide at the jail during Sheriff
Daniel’s tenure there. As we noted, an earlier suicide had occurred
in the same cell where Jacobs killed herself, while the third suicide
had occurred in a cell down the hallway from the detox cell.

Jacobs’s survivors sued the sheriff and his deputies in federal
court for damages alleging deliberate indifference to the decedent’s
obvious need for self-protection and also for failure to
accommodate the medical and mental health needs of detainees
such as Jacobs. The defendants moved for, and were denied,
summary judgment on the grounds of qualified immunity. The
Fifth Circuit’s decision basically upheld the lower court’s denial of
summary judgment and allowed the case to proceed.

The magistrate judge below found that Sheriff Daniels and the
two deputies all had subjective knowledge that Jacobs posed a
serious risk of suicide throughout her confinement. The judge
found that despite this knowledge, the defendants:

1. [P]laced Jacobs in a detox cell that purportedly
permitted constant observation from the control room
but which in fact had a substantial “blind spot;”
2. allowed her to have loose bedding (to be used in the
“blind spot,” i.e., the bunk) despite defendants’ admission
that this was not advisable for a potentially suicidal
person;
3. allowed the loose bedding in a cell that had
multiple “tie-off” points despite Sheriff Daniel’s
acknowledgment that a suicide prevention cell should
not have tie-off points and despite one of the still-
uncorrected tie-off points having been used in a prior
suicide;
4. left Jacobs essentially unobserved for an as
yet undetermined period of time, up to three quarters of
an hour, in violation of Sheriff Daniel’s unwritten policy
of quarter-hour checks. Deputy Reech, who apparently
had the keys to the cell block, was reading a newspaper
in the lobby.29

The magistrate judge found that all of these factors precluded a
finding that the defendants’ conduct was objectively reasonable
in light of the deliberate indifference standard. The magistrate
decree evaluated the conduct of all three defendants collectively,
while the Fifth Circuit engaged in an individual analysis and
concluded that Deputy Rabalais, with only six months’ experience
and with no direct decision-making as to cell placement or the
decision to place sheets in Jacobs’ cell, acted reasonably.

For the sheriff and senior deputy, the court conceded that after
the establishment of a known risk of suicide, the law is far from
clear on exactly what duty, except that of generalized “prevention,”
is required.

Sheriff Daniel was aware that Jacobs had tried to kill herself once
before and that she posed a serious risk of trying to do so again;
he considered her to be a suicide risk throughout the time she was
in the jail. Under Sheriff Daniel’s supervision, Jacobs was placed
in the detox cell, which had a significant blind spot and tie-off
points, despite the fact that during Daniel’s tenure another detainee
had committed suicide in the same cell by hanging himself from one of the tie-off points. Specifically, that detainee tied a blanket around one of the bars in the window of the detox cell and hung himself by fashioning the secured blanket around his neck and sitting down. Deputy Reech, and not Sheriff Daniel, initially ordered Jacobs to be placed in the detox cell. Nevertheless, Sheriff Daniel effectively ratified that decision by keeping Jacobs in the cell while he considered her to be a significant suicide risk. Moreover, Sheriff Daniel ordered his deputies to give Jacobs a blanket and towel, despite the fact that he still knew that she was a suicide risk. He did not offer any reason for doing so other than Jacobs’s appointed counsel’s suggestion that she be given these items. In fact, he acknowledged that a suicidal person should not have loose bedding of any kind in his or her cell. (Recall that a sheet was used in this hanging and apparently an unknown employee misunderstood the blanket and towel order and instead provided the sheets.)

Sheriff Daniel also acknowledged that it was not advisable to place a suicidal detainee in a cell with tie-off points, even though the detox cell did have tie-off points. With full awareness that a prior suicide occurred in the detox cell by way of an inmate securing a blanket to a tie-off point therein, Sheriff Daniel did nothing to eliminate or conceal the tie-off points in the detox cell, which his unwritten policy mandated as the appropriate cell for housing suicidal detainees.

Sheriff Daniel did not completely ignore Jacobs’s suicidal condition and instituted some preventative measures, including not allowing her to have loose bedding during the first one and one-half days of her detention and instituting more frequent checks on her. However, those measures were not enough to mitigate his errors, and overall his conduct was objectively unreasonable in light of his duty not to be deliberately indifferent.

The court concluded that there was sufficient evidence in this record for a jury to find that Sheriff Daniel acted with deliberate indifference to Jacobs’s known suicidal tendencies. A similar, although not factually identical, analysis was employed for senior deputy Reech.

One message here is loud and clear: once there is an obvious (courts say “serious” but they mean obvious or likely) suicide threat in a jail setting, there must be constant or at least close observation, and any jailer who uses a cell (or room) for a potential suicide with readily accessible tie-off points is flirting with deliberate indifference should a suicide occur. All such cells should be closely inspected. Where there are blind spots, add a corner or plastic mirror, or enlarge the cell window as needed; look for tie-off areas and correct them; look for, and eliminate, protruding sharp points; have a policy; and train your staff.

b) Imputing Knowledge to Staff

Taylor v. Wausau Underwriters Insurance Co.36 raises an issue that I cannot recall previously encountering: the extent to which knowledge of suicide risk may be imputed to staff from knowledge that a prisoner is on suicide watch in a “safe cell.”37 The judge initially confused degrees of risk with a discussion centered on real versus perceived risks, and then further confused the matter by correctly finding no deliberate indifference but for the wrong reasons.

Taylor, as a former corrections office and accused of a heinous crime involving a young female, was found to not be mentally ill but deemed a suicide risk because of his former employment and the crime charge. Fond du Lac, Wisconsin Jail officials prudently placed Taylor in an observation cell under suicide precautions. Staff discovered a razor secreted in the cell and an elastic band torn from his underwear, and also noted lacerations on his arm. In violation of jail policy, Taylor managed to extinguish the lights in his cell and hang himself in some unspecified fashion. There was only about a ten-minute darkness episode.

The court was clearly correct in finding no custom or policy by the County violative of any constitutional right. As for the officer on duty that fateful night, he, of course, should be charged with knowledge of actual risk (although the degree may be debated), but I discern no evidence of deliberate indifference. Indeed, the darkness is more a condition than a cause of the suicide. More importantly, a suicide watch creates knowledge of the risk of suicide, the Taylor judge not withstanding. Indeed, it defies elementary logic to not always impute knowledge of suicide risk from knowledge of a suicide watch.

4) Limitations of Deliberate Indifference Standard

In Zwalesky v. Manistee Co.,32 the decedent was arrested on a complaint of spousal abuse. He was drunk, swore and yelled in the police car, banged his head on the car’s screen, and threatened to kill his relatives and himself. The decedent was placed in a so-called detoxification cell and about ninety minutes later was discovered to be dead, hanging by his shirt from a conduit pipe in the cell.

The trial judge granted summary judgment for all the jail-connected employees, finding they were immune from suit because there was no showing of any clearly established right possessed by the decedent that reasonable public officials should have known.33 Zwalesky involves the two theories of liability discussed above: denial of medical care and denial of the right to be free from unsafe confinement. The court stated that the right actually asserted was a detainee’s right to be screened for suicidal tendencies and then to have appropriate preventive measures taken. The court said that the general right to medical care was not sufficient to establish a clear constitutional right to be screened for psychological problems.34

Of course, the court ignored the fact that this individual, who may be in the interim status between arrestee and detainee, actually threatened to do violence to others and himself. Thus, this case did not raise the general issue of psychological/suicide screening and did not involve fine distinctions of underlying cause. Indeed, this was not a case in which the court discussed the authenticity of the suicide threat. The case fits so many of the standard factors on the jail suicide profile developed by the National Center on Institutions and Alternatives (NCIA), as well as the most demanding informational requirements for a suicide alert, that it dramatically illustrates the strictures of deliberate indifference and judicial confusion on liability theories.35
The court went on to hold that the exercise of professional judgment did not require prison (or jail) officials to make accommodations for potential suicide attempts and that the failure to include suicide prevention procedures for processing incoming detainees did not violate any clearly established constitutional rights.36

This is about as tough as it gets for plaintiffs and about as forgiving as it gets for custodians. Zwalesky should not have been analyzed as a general screening case and it need not have involved any immediate claims to remedial medical or psychiatric care. The most reasonable claim would have been to the standard and inexpensive measures associated with a suicide watch37 and removal of any implements of potential self-destruction.

Hypothetically, if this suicide victim had survived and then been convicted and sentenced to prison, I would then argue that at a minimum:

- The suicide-attempt information should accompany him to prison;
- Prison authorities have a heightened diagnostic-evaluative obligation at reception; and
- If suicide ideation continued, it would be reasonable to then diagnose a serious illness calling for appropriate mental health care and a protective process and environment.

In other words, the authorities would be put on clear notice of a high suicide risk. While general suicide screening in jails arguably may not be mandated, there would still exist an obligation here of “information transfer” and a consequent “suicide alert.”

In Belcher v. Oliver,38 the Fourth Circuit adopted the position that “The general right of pretrial detainees to receive basic medical care does not place upon jail officials the responsibility to screen every detainee for suicidal tendencies.”39 In so doing, the court aligned itself with earlier decisions by the Third, Fifth, Sixth, Ninth and Eleventh Circuits. At first blush, such a position may seem to be unduly harsh and not sufficiently protective of persons in confinement. However, millions of persons are processed annually through jails and lockups and many are held only for a brief time while awaiting arraignment, release on bond, sobering up, a relative, through jails and lockups and many are held only for a brief time while awaiting arraignment, release on bond, sobering up, a relative, while awaiting arraignment, release on bond, sobering up, a relative, after that, and so on. Courts are reluctant to allow highly intrusive searches of arrestees without reference to the reason for arrest, the special characteristics of the arrestee, and the projected duration of confinement.40

However, once again, the courts generally seem to misapprehend the issues. Even if we stipulate to the legal correctness of “no general duty to screen,” that does not mean there is no duty to screen or assess persons presenting certain characteristics or who are members of a particular at-risk group more vulnerable to suicide.41

Reasonable people may well disagree about what characteristics or signs in what combination should create the duty to develop further information, but it does not seem reasonable to adopt the Belcher “no duty at all” position and then shut down the debate.

The Zwalesky hypothetical discussed above surely is an example of where a duty should exist.

In the context of a decision to deprive a person of his liberty, serious questions are—and should be—raised about the ability of experts to predict dangerousness to self or others.42 In our context, liberty invariably has been taken and the question is the preservation of life and health.43 With jail and lockup suicides tending to occur in isolation, early in the confinement, by relatively young, white males who are “high,” who have not been screened, and who then “hang up” in the early morning hours, how much effort and training would it take to use these factors as triggers for additional screening and/or special precautions?44 Very little, it would seem.

Any errors in screening and short-term precautions would likely impose little cost on the facility and hardly any dignitarian costs on the person in custody. Yet, the courts are moving in a direction that positively discourages the development of either information or expertise. Plainly, Farmer v. Brennan45 has not reversed this trend.

The Information Problem in the Deliberate Indifference Standard

1) Inference of Actual Knowledge

In Freedman v. City of Allentown, Pennsylvania,46 we encounter a variation on the Belcher formula. Belcher (and the several cases in line with it) deals with the custodial duty to screen and develop information, whereas Freedman deals with the obligation to interpret certain signs as indicative of a suicide risk. In Freedman, an officer observed scars on the confined individual’s wrists and inside his elbows and neck—signs generally indicative of prior suicide attempts—but failed to interpret them as indicia of suicidal tendencies. The scars were prominent. The court stated, “[W]e will assume that a reasonably competent prison official should have known and identified these marks as ‘suicide hesitation cuts’ . . . Even if so, the failure to recognize them as such, without more, amounts only to negligence and therefore fails to support a claim.”47

Judge Brotman, dissenting in part, pointed out that a detective questioned Freedman for over two and one-half hours and asked about scars that he then displayed. Characterizing the majority’s position as an unilluminating conclusion, the dissent went on to state:

I remain unconvinced that Detective Balliet’s inability to recognize the tell-tale signs of a high risk individual can never amount to “recklessness.” I fail to see how the majority can be so resolute in its position without knowing the extent of the police officer’s background and training in detecting suicide risks and in suicide prevention, in addition to his prior experience with prisoners who have taken their own lives or attempted unsuccessfully to do so. None of the information concerning the officer’s knowledge, experience and professional competence would likely be known even to the most diligent civil rights plaintiff at the pleadings stage, and, therefore, he should be entitled to adduce such pertinent facts through discovery.
For example, discovery might reveal that Detective Balliet was a veteran police officer who had received extensive training in suicide prevention and had become well-versed in detecting the indicia of suicidal propensities. It is not unlikely that such a veteran officer would have seen bodily markings similar to the ones on the decedent’s body in the course of his duties, nor is it improbable that he would have come into contact with a prisoner bearing such markings who had committed or attempted to commit suicide. Surely a reasonable jury could conclude that a police officer possessing such knowledge, training, and experience acted “in disregard of a known or obvious risk that was so great as to make it highly probable that harm would follow.” See W. Page Keeton, Prosser and Keeton on Torts Sec. 34, at 3213 (5th ed. 1984).28

Nonetheless, the majority view prevailed and the plaintiff’s case was dismissed. Here, then, we have obvious and objective signs that might easily have alerted the custodians to the need for effective preventive measures. The majority, however, refused to impose a constitutional duty of knowledge in the interpretive sense on police officers and, presumably, jailers. This, it seems, is the sort of permissible inference from circumstantial evidence that Justice Souter had in mind in Farmer v. Brennan.49 That is, the officer’s prior experience and training, once established, plus what he saw (the scars), could easily lead to an inference of actual knowledge of risk.

In Glenn v. Borough of Morrisville,29 a robbery suspect committed suicide by hanging with his own belt while confined in a police holding cell shortly after his arrest. Once in his cell, the suspect was unhanded cuffed and his belt and shoes were removed by Officer Apice, who placed them on the floor about four feet from the cell. Without being told precisely how, the court learned that the suspect shortly thereafter retrieved his belt and used it in the suicide. The federal district court granted much of the defendant’s motion for summary judgment on claims related to the use of force and failure to train but refused such judgment to Apice, who dealt directly with the decedent as to the handcuffs and placement of the clothing.

The plaintiff produced evidence that Glenn was particularly vulnerable to suicide (documenting depression and a previous suicide attempt). The record also contained evidence that Glenn’s prior suicide attempt left visible scars, or “hesitation marks,” on his wrists and that in removing handcuffs, an officer might well notice “hesitation marks” on a detainee’s wrists.

There also was evidence that it was not Apice’s custom to remove a detainee’s shoes and belt, which was supplemented by further evidence that while there was no departmental policy regarding removal of a detainee’s clothing, officers would remove shoes and a belt from a detainee if they recognized that the detainee presented a suicide risk. Viewed in the light most favorable to plaintiff, the court determined that the evidence permits the reasonable inference that Apice exercised his discretion to remove the articles because he knew that Glenn was particularly vulnerable to suicide. In contrast to Freedman on the actual knowledge element, this court allowed for visible scars and, more important, the officer’s suicide prevention conduct.

The decision by Apice to place the clothing so close to the cell may have evidenced a type of recklessness depending on the officer’s knowledge and internal decision-making process. That fellow officers, and Apice himself, used other areas for the placement of the clothing at least allows for an inference that the clothing was placed where it was out of a lack of concern for the decedent.

Since this is a ruling on summary judgment, I must point out that some of the possible inferences as to knowledge or reckless placement may, but not must, be drawn. As a gratuitous aside, this is the type of case that should have settled.

2) Failure to Train or to Create Policy
   a) Need to Avoid Rewarding Ignorance

Does the Freedman majority approach place a premium on ignorance, or does it encourage possible life-saving information? Obviously, the majority opinion favors ignorance and, not so obviously, so does the dissent. Judge Brotman’s speculation about discovery possibly producing information on training and expertise and thus creating the potential for deliberate indifference may also be taken to mean that if no such training or indicia of competence was forthcoming, then the officer’s ignorance bars recovery. That is, sound legal policy here may be to insist on this type of training in the face of the regularity and seriousness of custodial suicide.

Have we reached a point in time when jail and lockup suicides are so prevalent, and the steps necessary to prevent or drastically reduce these tragedies so well known and affordable, that a constitutional obligation of at least minimal training is now in order? I believe so, but not only is support for this lacking in the leading decisions, the courts actually induce ignorance by rewarding it.

In City of Canton v. Harris,31 the Supreme Court outlined the conditions under which a municipality might be liable for a custom or policy of failure to train. The municipality itself, not its agents, must be the direct cause of the violation, and the failure to train must amount to deliberate indifference to the rights of persons with whom the agency comes into contact. There must be a deliberate choice to follow a course of action from among various alternatives and there must be a direct link between a specific deficiency in training and the ultimate injury. Failure to train claims will not succeed simply by showing that harm might have been avoided with more or better training.

Putting a lethal weapon into the hands of a police officer with no training in its handling and no clear policy on deadly force is probably the clearest example of a potentially successful failure to train lawsuit. I would suggest that with so many custodial suicides, with so much predictive information readily available and usable by anyone sufficiently competent to work in corrections or law enforcement, and with prevention measures available at no significant cost, it is time for Canton to be applied to this area. At a minimum, where a facility has experienced a recent custodial suicide, this should be taken as prima facie evidence of a need for some training.32

b) Cases Where Failure to Train Led to Liability

Liability on the basis of failure to train has had something of a resurgence, at least in the area of custodial suicide. Two cases are
The failure to train must amount to deliberate indifference, and that failure must be the “moving force” behind the injury. The defendant’s admission that it was routine practice to prerecord inspection records and the subsequent lies about the visual checks supported the failure to train theory. The motion to dismiss was denied.

Curiously, this brief opinion says nothing about the rather obvious risk of suicide or self-harm this troubled young man presented. On the facts the risk was high, and given the devastating admissions as to falsification of records and the failure to follow protocol, liability seems fairly clear.

The court did not actually make a strong case that liability should be based on the failure to train. One might have the best training program devised and still have an unprofessional or corrupt employee. It is not training alone that can cure such a problem, but some type of quality assurance program that would detect the record falsification and support better preventive care for suicidal detainees.

In Mary Ellen Owens v. City of Philadelphia, the federal district court denied the defendants’ motion for summary judgment, and the city thereafter settled the case for $440,000. The “failure to train” aspect of this case will not immediately emerge as the case narrative that follows unfolds:

On July 17, 1992, Gaudreau, the decedent, was incarcerated at the Philadelphia Detention Center (“the Detention Center”) after he allegedly violated a state-court protective order prohibiting him from harassing his parents. On July 22, 1992 Gaudreau was transferred, pursuant to an involuntary mental health petition, to the Hahnemann Correctional Mental Health Services Unit (“Hahnemann Unit”). The Hahnemann Unit is a mental health services facility opened by Hahnemann University and located in the Health Services Wing of the Detention Center. The basis for the petition was a report that Gaudreau had set a fire in his cell and was kicking the cell’s window. Upon admission to the Hahnemann Unit, Gaudreau was diagnosed as “bipolar manic with psychosis.” In the examination report, he was found to be “hostile, verbally abusive toward the doctor and correctional officers” and to have “anger outbursts, antisocial attitudes and assaultive ideas.” There was a check in the box denoting: “The patient is severely mentally disabled and in need of treatment.” Gaudreau’s treatment consisted of admission to the Hahnemann Unit as an inpatient, with assault and fire precautions, and a course of antidepressant medication.

The next day, July 23, 1992, a judge ordered Gaudreau to undergo a mental health evaluation to determine whether he should be committed. He was then remanded to the Philadelphia Prison System to be assigned for the evaluation. Between July 23 and July 25, 1992, Gaudreau was again incarcerated at the Philadelphia Detention Center. On July 25, he was readmitted to the Hahnemann Unit. The admission summary indicated a host of psychiatric symptoms, including: excessive and pressured speech, angry outbursts; hostility and agitation; inappropriate, demanding, and threatening.

Gaudreau was hospitalized in the Hahnemann Unit from July 25 to August 4, 1992. He was treated by Dr. Sharon Wainwright, who noted that Gaudreau had a prior history of psychiatric hospitalization. During this period, Gaudreau was placed in restraints twice and there was initially some difficulty in getting him to take his medication. On August 4, 1992, Gaudreau was discharged as an inpatient and returned to the cell block, where he was treated as a Hahnemann outpatient. Gaudreau was assigned to a unit housing other Hahnemann Unit outpatients. On August 11, he was interviewed by a Hahnemann social worker who noted that Gaudreau “still sometimes has passing thoughts of hurting self or doing something to himself.” Gaudreau remained at the Detention Center until his suicide on August 14, 1992.

On that day, defendants Sean Murphy and Preston McDaniels were the correctional officers assigned to the unit from 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. At approximately 1:30 P.M., Gaudreau approached Murphy. At his deposition, Murphy testified that Gaudreau “stated that he felt schizy and he was going to hurt himself.” Murphy then telephoned the Hahnemann Unit and spoke with Dr. Wainwright, the psychiatrist who had most recently treated and discharged Gaudreau. Murphy informed Wainwright of Gaudreau’s statements. Murphy testified that Wainwright responded by saying that she was extremely busy at that time but would issue a pass for Gaudreau to be released to the Hahnemann Unit at 3:00 P.M. Murphy also stated that Wainwright opined that “this sounds like someone who just wants to get off the block.” Wainwright also testified that she wrote a pass for
Gaudreau at 2:00 P.M. authorizing Gaudreau to come to the Hahnemann Unit between 3:00 and 3:15 P.M.

After this phone conversation, Officer Murphy spoke to Gaudreau, informing the detainee about the pass that would be issued. Gaudreau then walked away in the direction of the prison’s gym. At approximately 2:20 P.M., Gaudreau asked Officer McDaniels if there was a pass for him to see the doctor. At approximately 2:40 P.M., Wainwright noticed that the pass had not been delivered. At approximately 2:45 P.M., Gaudreau returned from the gym and Murphy locked Gaudreau in his cell alone. Murphy made no entry regarding any of these events in the officers’ log. When he was relieved at 3:00 P.M. by officers Eric Lewis and Wayne Robinson, Murphy did not inform the incoming officers of Gaudreau’s statement or the fact that a pass was going to be issued. Nothing in the record suggests that the pass was ever delivered.

Lewis and Robinson were assigned to the unit from 3:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. Lewis began an inspection tour at the commencement of the shift. Lewis testified that when he looked into Gaudreau’s cell, he saw the detainee lying on his cot. Robinson testified that, while at the control booth at approximately 3:35 P.M., he received a phone call from Wainwright, who stated that she had a pass for Gaudreau and asked why Gaudreau had not shown up for his appointment. Robinson asked an “inmate worker” to see if Gaudreau was in his cell. The worker shouted to Robinson that Gaudreau had hanged himself. Robinson testified that he ran toward the cell, but could not reach it or see inside because 15 or 16 inmates were gathered there. He then returned to the control booth and informed Wainwright that Gaudreau appeared to be hanging in his cell. Lewis testified that he then went to the cell for the first time and observed Gaudreau hanging (but he never actually entered the cell).

After returning to the control booth, Robinson called Sergeant Gail Morris at Center Control. Morris informed Lieutenant William Russell who, with Correctional Officer Nicole Brown, went to Gaudreau’s cell. Neither brought anything with which to cut Gaudreau down. When they arrived at approximately 3:40 P.M., Robinson was in the control booth and Lewis was at the threshold of the cell. Russell and Brown observed Gaudreau hanging by a bed sheet which was tied to a clothes hook, which was approximately five feet from the floor. According to an internal investigative report and the photographs of the scene, Gaudreau was hanging in a sitting position. Lt. Russell directed Brown to find an instrument with which to cut the body down. Brown was unable to find any such instrument. It is uncontested that none of the officers on the scene attempted to untie or remove the sheet.77

To be kind, one would have to say this was not a model approach to either suicide prevention or post-suicide attempt behavior. The facts fairly shout “high degree of risk,” and along with the concern about risk they show a generalized confusion and ineptitude. Whether the risk awareness and official conduct amounted to deliberate indifference is a key legal issue, and whether “failure to train” is a sustainable legal theory is even more interesting.

It is not clear that Gaudreau was a pretrial detainee, since the protective order he was initially accused of violating appears to be a civil order. No matter, at least in this case. Judge Lewis Pollack, a distinguished former law professor, elected to confer pretrial detainee status. The judge worried, needlessly in my view, about whether deliberate indifference here required actual knowledge of the risk of suicide or whether the less demanding objective standard of “should have known” applied. Since Farmer v. Brennan,58 there can be no doubt that actual knowledge of risk is required. However, if there is a basis for actual knowledge on the facts—as the judge here ultimately determined—then the debate on “should have known” is moot.

There appear to be three somewhat independent bases for the plaintiff’s claims:

♦ A failure to take reasonable precautions to avoid the suicide in the face of actual knowledge of the risk.

♦ A failure to take reasonable ameliorative measures after the hanging was discovered. This is cast as a failure to provide needed medical care, which may have been lifesaving, just after the deceased was discovered hanging.

♦ A failure by the city to train officers, amounting to an actionable city policy or custom. Failure to train claims are nearly always defeated, and the plaintiff’s victory here (as developed below) is highly unusual.59

Keeping in mind that the plaintiff’s task here was limited to defeating the motion for summary judgment, the plaintiff actually prevailed on the facts as recited and, for some named defendants, on each of these theories.

1. No reasonable precautions. Correctional officer Sean Murphy was the equivalent of a witness who visits plaintiffs’ counsel only in their dreams. His deposition laid the groundwork for establishing the actual knowledge requirement of deliberate indifference. He stated that Gaudreau told him he was going to hurt himself. Murphy attempted to get help, without recording his activity; the help did not come in time; he failed to notify the second shift officers of the
problem; and he had to know there was generalized risk because of the characteristics of the inmate population on the unit.

Judge Pollack found that a jury might view all of this as deliberate indifference. Curiously, the judge did not explore, as many other federal judges do, the issue of whether the threat of self-harm had facial validity. Was it credible? 63 In light of the decedent’s active and known psychiatric history, perhaps the judge may have deemed the validity of the threat and its ominous meaning so obvious that analysis would be redundant.

There also is an interesting “information hand-off” issue here. If the second shift officers had been legally pursued on this legal theory—that is, failure to prevent the suicide—then they likely would prevail on a claim of “no actual knowledge” of the risk. Here, Murphy effectively implicated himself in his failure to follow through on a suicide alert with a known expression of suicide (or self-harm) intent made only minutes before a shift change.

2. No reasonable ameliorative measures. The response of two correctional officers to an alarm about a possible suicide was characterized as confused and disorganized. They did not elevate the victim, untie or loosen the noose, give CPR, monitor and maintain an open airway, or have or obtain proper equipment. The court stated, “On this record, a jury could reasonably conclude that there was inaction in the face of a serious medical need of which the officers were aware and that such inaction violated Gaudreau’s rights under the Due Process Clause.” 61

As a matter of law, it does not matter how an inmate comes to be in a life-threatening situation. Corrections officers are bound to preserve life whether an inmate is struck by lightning or impaled by his own hand. The record as developed did not permit an answer as to whether the victim was alive and resuscitable when found, but there was enough for the judge to deny summary judgment.

3. No training policy for officers. In City of Canton v. Harris, 62 the Supreme Court held that a city may be liable for a failure to train officers when the failure equals a policy or custom and amounts to deliberate indifference. The Court held that the need for such training may be so obvious and the inadequacy so likely to result in a violation of constitutional rights, that the city policy makers may be said to be deliberately indifferent. The plaintiffs must identify the deficiency and also show a causal connection to the claimed indifference by the officers. This, to say the least, is often impossible to prove and especially when an isolated failure to train will not translate into a policy or custom.

In Owens, the city pointed to a short 1998 memo of one and one-half pages, actually a directive, as evidence of their commitment to training on suicide issues. If this document represented the City’s dedication to training, it was so brief and general as to fail as evidence to support summary judgment. Even if actually used, there is evidence the memo was ineffective. None of the deceased officers could recall this training, the memo, or any retraining on prevention, first aid, or CPR. Beyond having conducted a class on point and the existence of a couple of inconclusive memos, the City was found to have offered no evidence to refute the plaintiff’s claim of inadequate training. 63

Kenneth M. Dubrow, Esq. of Philadelphia was the successful lawyer for the estate. In a telephone interview, he informed me that to his knowledge the $440,000 settlement he obtained was the highest amount paid by Philadelphia in a case of this sort. Asked what he viewed as the strength of his case, he hesitatingly replied: the absence of policy and procedure and poorly trained correctional officers who, among other things, at their depositions appeared to have absolutely no knowledge even of the indicia of suicide. Mr. Dubrow also suggested that with the adoption in 1992 of comprehensive policies on point, Philadelphia may not now be vulnerable on that basis.

Officer Murphy, the plaintiff’s dream witness, testified under oath that the decedent said he was going to hurt himself. This satisfied the judge as to the actual knowledge requirement of deliberate indifference. Instead of a cellie or fellow detainee swearing to the threat, there was an actual defendant providing the evidence. When asked what the plaintiff’s strongest theory of liability was, Mr. Dubrow surprised me by answering that it was the failure to train. That failure when linked with no relevant knowledge about custodial suicide and the officer’s admission surely prompted the City to open its wallet and settle.

Lessons to be learned? Well, first, if someone tells you suicide training is a luxury, worth a two-hour slot at preservice and a nod during an inservice, do not pay attention. Jails and prisons need clear policies and procedures, training and retraining, and a decent quality assurance program.

Liability avoidance, of course, should not be the motive force. Saving the lives of people who are desperate, who need help, is a much loftier motive. Saving staff from the inevitable trauma they experience, avoiding the inmate unrest that usually follows a suicide, are motives not to be denigrated either. 64

c) The Information-Interpretation Problem

Returning to the Freedman scenario, the issue there will be characterized as information interpretation. That is, the officer had relevant information—the multiple, severe scars—and the issue was his alleged failure to understand their significance. We might again note that even if this information had been properly translated into an awareness of a high probability of suicide, the plaintiffs would still have been required to prove that the response, or lack thereof, was constitutionally deficient—that is, deliberately indifferent.

The Freedman information-characterization problem has arisen in other cases. In Bell v. Stigers, 65 an eighteen-year-old DWI arrestee told the booking officer that he thought he would shoot himself. The booking officer apparently bantered with the youth and replied that it was too bad, but he did not have a gun handy. The officer did not check a suicide box on the booking form and he also failed to remove the young man’s belt when placing him in a solitary cell. The decedent was found hanging about an hour later; he was cut down and survived with permanent brain damage and physical injuries. 66

The trial judge had refused the defendant’s request for summary judgment after listening to a tape of the exchange with the booking
officer and finding a note of despondency in the youth’s voice. The Court of Appeals, however, with one dissent, held, “A single off-hand comment about shooting oneself when no gun is available cannot reasonably constitute a serious suicide threat.” The court held that the “off-hand” comment even as bolstered by the detainee’s fitting a suicide profile cannot support the “strong likelihood of suicide” requirement for liability. At best, there is negligence here and summary judgment was ordered.

In another decision, a life-threatening, domestic violence scene ended with the arrest of the plaintiff’s paramour who was drunk at the time. The plaintiff told the arresting officer that earlier she heard the decedent say, “If I only had the guts.” She interpreted that to mean, “If I only had the guts I would shoot myself with this gun.” The plaintiff had told the arresting office of her interpretation of the decedent’s earlier words. The officer knew of the violence and intoxication, yet took no suicide precautions. Jail officials violated their own rules on cell monitoring and were disciplined for their dereliction in the wake of the decedent’s suicide.

The court, however, granted the defendants summary judgment, characterizing the earlier threat as a vague reference to suicide, analogous to the Bell v. Sigma “off-hand” comment about wanting a gun. The court seemed to vacillate between treating the decedent’s reference to ‘having the guts’ either as an ambiguous suicide threat or a suicide threat that was reasonably clear but not actionable without any clear history of suicide attempts or suicide ideation.

Kocienski v. City of Bayonne is yet another variation on the Freedman information-interpretation problem. Here, the plaintiff’s sister, one Garity, was arrested and jailed on theft charges. About ten hours thereafter she committed suicide, hanging herself with her panty hose.

The decedent had a history of contact with the defendant police department, including earlier information that she was suicidal and may have overdosed on drugs. Two weeks previously, the plaintiff obtained a restraining order to protect her from possible violence at the hands of her sister. The order had the word “psychiatric” clearly written on it. The plaintiff left the order with the police department and called the next day to make certain her sister’s last name was on the order. The suicide occurred soon thereafter.

The court held that an officer’s failure to discern suicidal tendencies from the face of the restraining order—i.e., the word “psychiatric”—was at most negligence. Referring to Freedman, the court stated, “The failure to recognize signs far more indicative of potential suicide than that which (the officer) ‘failed’ to recognize has constituted negligence only.”

Thus, in the context of the deliberate indifference standard, the federal courts place only a nominal burden of information interpretation on the police and other custodial officials. The information aspect of the deliberate indifference test has yet other dimensions to which we soon turn.

**d) Absence of Policy Not Necessarily a Defense for Individual Officer**

On the question of suicide policy vel non, Snow v. City of Citronelle, is of the opinion that the city could not be held liable merely because of the failure of the city to have a policy on suicide. All of the officers involved in a jail suicide case stated that there was an unwritten policy regarding suicidal detainees. Even more interesting was the court’s insistence on a causal link between the absence of policy and the suicide at issue.

One officer, however, with direct knowledge of the detainee’s suicidal propensities, stated what he would have done had he suspected a high risk of suicide and that those actions—a fifteen-minute watch, placement in a “safe” drunk tank—are all that would have been constitutionally required.

Thus, even though a jail suicide policy plainly is a good practice, when absent and personnel can be shown to have knowledge of constitutionally acceptable preventive steps, lack of such policy alone does not establish deliberate indifference. The officer with knowledge, but who failed to take the appropriate steps, would not prevail on summary judgment and remained open to a finding of liability.

**3) No Passing or Sharing of Information—The “Hand-Off” Issue**

Freedman includes one additional dimension. Freedman held that there was no constitutional duty imposed on a trained police officer to recognize large and prominent scars as “hesitation marks” and it also held that no liability attached due to the failure of the decedent’s probation officer, who knew of Freedman’s prior suicide attempts, to inform the detective questioning the decedent. Even
if the officer was at the jail during the questioning and chose not to convey the information about suicidal tendencies, this did not amount to showing reckless indifference to Freedman’s rights.79

This aspect of Freedman relates to a continuing problem that I will characterize as a “hand-off” problem. Hand-off problems occur, for example, where there is a shift change and the incoming staff are not given suicide-relevant information by the outgoing shift; where an arresting or transporting officer has such information and does not pass it along; or where a known suicide risk simply moves through the conveyor belt of the criminal justice system and there is no intra- or interagency sharing of such information. The hand-off problem speaks directly to the now discarded “should have known” aspect of the deliberate indifference test: defendants knew or should have known of a particular vulnerability to suicide.

In Lewis v. Parish of Terrebone,80 a most bizarre set of circumstances culminated in the suicide death of a man placed in isolation as punishment for striking a deputy who had driven him back to the jail after a mental examination at a hospital. Prior to the assault, the deputy placed an envelope containing the examining psychiatrist’s advice on a desk near the defendant warden.81 The envelope remained unopened until Lewis was found dead. It contained a diagnosis that he was suicidal and the specific suicide precautions that should be taken. The warden actually knew other facts that were also strongly suggestive of suicide. The failure to inform himself, however, of an available medical opinion seemed most persuasive in upholding a jury verdict for Lewis’ survivors.82

McDuffie v. Hopper83 is yet another example of the personal representative of a prisoner who committed suicide surviving a motion for summary judgment. The decedent, an Alabama prisoner for over seventeen years, had a long, documented history of hallucinations and at least four prior suicide attempts. Shortly before his death by a hanging while in an isolation cell, the decedent’s actions and requests were strongly indicative of suicidal thoughts, yet the prison mental health specialists abruptly terminated his massive doses of Thorazine and provided no substitute or monitoring.84

The plaintiffs charged CMS with discontinuing medication to cut costs.85 Relying on the plaintiff’s expert, a tactic that surprised the judge as much as it probably does the reader,86 the court had little trouble finding sufficient evidence of deliberate indifference to escape a motion for summary judgment.87

Thus, where there is clear and unequivocal information regarding a person’s suicidal tendencies—and that information must relate to a clinical diagnosis, a fairly recent suicide attempt, or an unequivocal threat—and no special precautions are taken, plaintiffs have a fair chance to escape summary judgment and prevail before a jury. Where the suicide-relevant information is even slightly ambiguous, the courts tend to treat a failure to alert or a misinterpretation as negligence, at best.

In a decision from the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals,88 a Michigan inmate committed suicide by overdosing on his prescribed, psychotropic medication. The treating mental health professionals had medical records indicating the decedent’s clinical depression and suicidal thought; they knew he had attempted suicide on prior occasions (once by medication overdose); and they knew he had been placed on liquid medication and was severely depressed.89 The majority rebuffed the defendants’ attempt to characterize this claim as a failure to screen. Obviously, the events had moved beyond screening and a knowledge base existed equating with a high degree of risk.

The most damaging aspect of the defendants’ position was the evidence that liquid medication (versus tablets) was not dispensed at pill call because “it would take a longer amount of time.”90 This surely sounds an alarm to all correctional mental health providers concerning the conduct of pill call. I often encounter hoarding by “checking” the pills because the nurse is rushed or harried; inmates may receive the wrong medication or wrong dosage; records are poorly maintained, and so on. Convenience simply cannot be the deciding factor in dispensing potentially lethal drugs. Williams certainly testifies to that fact.

What I have termed the information “hand-off” problem certainly is not clearly resolved by the reported decisions. In Elliott v. Cheshire County, N.H.,84 for example, a young man with a long history of mental health problems, and most recently diagnosed as schizophrenic, assaulted his mother. Trooper Ranhoff responded to the parents’ call for police, and while he was told that the son had mental health problems and was schizophrenic, he was not told of the son’s two prior threats to commit suicide.92

The trooper, however, did not inform the intake officer of what he knew of the arrestee’s mental illness, and the intake officer asked no questions on point. A few days later, after some very strange and suicide-suggestive behavior, the boy committed suicide while in custody. The reviewing court found that the trooper did not know of the decedent’s prior suicide threats and that the boy’s demeanor did not suggest suicide. The court simply ignored the fact that Ranhoff was given the boy’s mental health information and knew of the diagnosis of schizophrenia.93

Elliott seems to straddle the Freedman information-interpretation category and the hand-off category. Clearly, not every schizophrenic is a custodial suicide risk and not every narrative of mental health problems suggests a suicide alert. However, when an arresting officer has information of the sort possessed by Ranhoff and fails to hand it off to a booking officer, and where that officer asks no suicide screening questions, this surely is extremely poor practice. Whether it is deliberate indifference, of course, is another matter. Courts are inclined to label it negligence and, in so doing, once again give support to ignorance and dissembling.

4) Professional Evasion

With the courts tending to reward ignorance, a pernicious practice may be developing. A psychologist on contract to a jail informed me that when asked to do a work-up on an arrestee or a detainee, he will never use the word suicide in a report. He may order further tests, seek to obtain medication, or even prescribe a watch, but it will not be called a suicide watch. He has been led to believe that by using the word suicide he may be exposing himself and his colleagues to an easily avoided liability. Is he correct? In Dobson v. Magnusson,94 an escapee was returned to prison and a sergeant placed the prisoner on a fifteen-minute suicide watch. A
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1) Seriousness of Threat

We should note that the plaintiff abandoned the suicide claim
during the trial, no longer asserting that the death was a suicide,
and argued instead that the City was liable for Hardin’s anguish
during confinement. With all this in mind, Hardin still leaves open
a very interesting risk question. Assuming that the one and one-
half day delay in obtaining treatment was unreasonable, one must
still ask whether that delay was causally related to the risk of
death by asphyxiation from the ingestion of soap. Apparently, the
plaintiff’s medical expert uncovered only two self-inflicted jail
deaths through ingestion of foreign objects in a sample of 400
deaths. The court of appeals found it reasonable for a jury to
conclude that the delay in getting care was not unreasonable in
light of the knowledge of harm.99

Hardin, then, may be seen as a good teaching case from the
standpoint of risk and causation analysis. That is, even where it is
crystal clear that a detainee is very ill and destructive, if no care is
provided and self-inflicted death ensues, the manner or
instrumentality of death needs to be placed within the scope of
the risk. For example, if Hardin had tripped and fallen in her cell
without a blanket, sheet, or mattress but left her with her clothing.
The other items were removed as a safeguard against fire or
property destruction.101 She was subject to fifteen-minute vision
checks, which did occur, but she still managed to successfully
hang herself with her socks. The federal court of appeals held that
the law did not and does not require that defendants do anything
more or differently. The officers’ evaluation of her risk potential
and her overall situation required no further preventative action
or training.102

If the plaintiffs in Heggs hoped to prevail, they would have had to
win the battle on the seriousness of the threat and somehow show
that while the threat was serious, the recanting was not. Even with
this showing, the plaintiff would also have had to show that the
regular observation and clothing left with the decedent in the cell
amounted to deliberate indifference.103 This they failed to do, and

Hardin’s estate sued the city and a number of city and county
officials. The sheriff and the Chief of Police settled on the first day
of trial, and the jury returned a verdict for the city finding neither
deliberate indifference nor negligence. The trial judge ordered a
new trial; the city appealed; and the appellate court found that in
ordering a new trial the trial judge abused his discretion.

5) Risk and Causation Issues

Hardin v. Hayes97 involved a decedent who (1) called police, (2)
than kicked in the squad car door, and (3) was seen in jail the next
day smearing vomit on herself, beating her head on the bars, and
stabbing herself and an officer with a pen.98 Following a mental
health examination, as civil commitment papers were being drawn,
she was observed putting her head under water in the sink, eating
feces, falling down, and then collapsing and dying. She died from
asphyxiation, having swallowed a small bar of soap and failing to
dislodge it.

phobic, then retracted the threat, stating that she was only
joking. She also refused an offer of hospital care. The lieutenant
directly involved with her had known the decedent for some fifteen
years and indicated that he had not otherwise known her to be
suicidal. This lieutenant placed Ms. Heggs in a cell by herself
without a blanket, sheet, or mattress but left her with her clothing.

NATIONAL STUDY OF JAIL SUICIDES

Through a cooperative agreement with the National
Institute of Corrections (NIC), U.S. Justice
Department, the National Center on Institutions and
Alternatives (NCIA) is currently conducting a national
study on jail suicides. The 18-month project, representing
the third such national study conducted by NIC for
NIC (e.g., see And Darkness Closes: A National Study
of Jail Suicides in 1981 and the National Study of Jail
Suicides: Seven Years Later in 1988), will determine the
extent and distribution of jail suicides (i.e., city, county,
and police department facilities) during 2005 and 2006,
and gather descriptive data on demographic
characteristics of each victim, characteristics of the
incident, and characteristics of the jail facility which
sustained the suicide. NCIA will then develop a report of
the findings to be utilized as a resource tool for both jail
personnel in expanding their knowledge base, and
 correctional (as well as mental health and medical)
administrators in creating and/or revising policies and
training curricula on suicide prevention.

Data provided by individual agencies/facilities will be
coded and held in the strictest confidence. Results of
the study will be presented in summary fashion, thus
preventing the linkage of any data to the particular
agency/facility from which the information originated.

Phase 1 surveys were distributed in 2007. Phase 2 surveys
were distributed in early 2008. Both NIC and NCIA would
greatly appreciate the cooperation of all agencies/facilities
receiving the initial survey request. For further
information on the project, please contact Lindsay M.
Hayes, Project Director, NCIA, 40 Lantern Lane,
Mansfield, MA 02048, (508/337-8806), e-mail:
lhayesta@msn.com

1) Seriousness of Threat

In Heggs v. Grant,100 the decedent was brought to jail drunk.
After communicating initial denials during intake screening, Ms.
Heggs then threatened to kill herself on learning she would be
detained. She then retracted the threat, stating that she was only
joking. She also refused an offer of hospital care. The lieutenant
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indeed it would be difficult to do within the framework of the
Farmer requirement of actual knowledge of an imminent threat to
commit suicide.

2) Actual Knowledge

Williams v. Lee Co. Alabama 104 involved an obviously mentally ill
detainee and a somewhat ambiguous threat to commit suicide. Once
again, the defendants prevailed. Williams had sought to be
detoxified at a medical facility but then left without authority. He was
taken into custody by order of a probate court and taken to jail on a
temporary “mental hold” pending the probate court hearing. 105 Jail officials had a probate court form stating that
Williams was believed to be mentally ill and a present danger of
substantial harm to himself, and that he recently left a hospital
without authorization.

Williams was under constant observation for two days and then
moved to a single cell where he was checked every fifteen or twenty
minutes. An Officer Jones visited Williams in his cell and
Williams said, “I’m not going to make it. If I don’t do it myself,
somebody else will.” Jones left and reportedly reflected on this
statement and then sagely concluded that it was a threat of self-
harm. Whether Jones’s supervisors were told of this remains
disputed but it is clear that fifteen or twenty minutes later Jones
found Williams hanging by a sheet from a sprinkler in the ceiling.
The federal appeals court affirmed summary judgment here finding
no possibility of showing deliberate indifference. “A reasonable
official would have no reason to assume from routine booking
information that a prisoner brought with him a strong, or any,
likelihood of suicide.” 106

This brief opinion made no mention of the need for mental health
care while the decedent was in jail, and one may only presume that
none was provided. The court did note that this was the first
suicide at this jail and that William’s cell had specially constructed
non-moveable furniture with the sprinkler head some ten feet from
the floor. 107

It remains a mystery to me how this court could first recite the
facts known to jail officials—the clear statement of mental illness and “dangerousness”—and then conclude that there
was no reason to assume any likelihood of suicide. If the
reference is somehow to the more limited information obtained
in the routine booking process it may make a bit more sense, but it obviously does not matter how one characterizes the
information—it was available and presumably known. The only
substantial question should have been: given a clear risk of
imminent self-harm or suicide, were jail officials deliberately
indifferent in light of that information? Should there have been
an immediate mental health intervention? Should there have been
constant observation?

In Olivas v. Denver, 108 the decedent hung himself with leg irons
that authorities had actually left on the bars of his cell. Officer
Mitchell, with others, had responded to a domestic disturbance
call in which the decedent’s girlfriend told them that the decedent
was drunk, threatening violence, and was in the bathroom ready
to cut his wrists. Blood drops were observed. Concerning Officer
Mitchell, the court found there was enough evidence of actual
knowledge of suicide risk for the plaintiffs to escape summary
judgment. The Chief of Police was found to have immunity without
a showing that there had been a series of suicide attempts or
knowledge of a serious risk of suicide in police substations.

This would seem to be a case in which actual knowledge of the
risk is plain and the means of suicide closely linked to deliberate
indifference. And yet, even here the defendants argued that the
case should not even go to trial; and the right to a trial, it should
be clear, is all that was won here.

Domino v. Texas Dept. of Criminal Justice 109 is yet another decision
in which the record fairly screams “actual knowledge” and
abandonment by the prison psychiatrist of his “at risk” inmate-
patient. Once again, these cases are fact driven and require
somewhat lengthy factual narratives to facilitate understanding.
Antoine Domino committed suicide by hanging himself with a
bed sheet in his prison cell at the Coffield Unit of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) on August 2, 1996. Reddy
was a psychiatrist at the Coffield Unit at the time of Domino’s
suicide and had treated him on a number of occasions. On
August 2, 1996, Domino asked to meet with a member of the
Psychiatric Team at Coffield. He met with a prison psychologist
Gayle Haynes, who then referred him to Reddy for further
evaluation. Reddy’s evaluation of Domino lasted approximately
five minutes.

During this meeting, Domino asked for sleeping pills and
expressed apprehension about his upcoming transfer from
administrative segregation to the general prison population.
After Reddy denied his request for sleeping pills, Domino said,
“I can be suicidal.” Reddy did not believe that Domino was a
suicide risk at that time, thinking instead that Domino’s
statement was an attempt to achieve a secondary gain such as
sedatives or a single cell. Domino then began banging his head
on the table and Reddy had the guards take Domino back to his
cell. Two and one-half hours later, he committed suicide.

Domino had a long history of psychological problems. Even before
being incarcerated, he was hospitalized for those problems and he
also attempted suicide several times. Reddy did not start working
at Coffield until January 1995. Domino was already an inmate at
this time, but he was not sent to Reddy until March 1995, when
Domino was found in his cell with a homemade noose. Reddy
diagnosed Domino as suffering from recurrent major depression
and started him on Prozac. The doctor also placed him back on
the active psychiatric caseload and ordered weekly visits with a
therapist.

In March 1995, Domino was transferred to Skyview Psychiatric
Hospital for six days after he made more suicide threats at Coffield.
At Skyview, he was diagnosed as suffering from bipolar (manic-
depressive) disorder, with depression in full remission. In Domino’s
discharge note, the Skyview physicians wrote that some of his
behavior could be characterized as manipulative. When Domino
returned to Coffield, Reddy examined him again and prescribed
lithium to treat the bipolar disorder.

Reddy saw Domino in April 1995 for a routine follow-up
appointment. Reddy continued Domino’s lithium and Prozac
because he continued to be depressed, and scheduled another follow-up appointment for June 1995. At this appointment, Reddy continued Domino’s medications even though he refused to permit blood work that was necessary to monitor his lithium levels. Domino continued to refuse to permit this blood work.

In August 1995, Reddy discontinued both of Domino’s medications, stating that Domino was not compliant and refused to permit the necessary blood work. Domino did not attend his scheduled counseling sessions in September and October 1995. In December 1995, the entire psychiatric team at Coffield, including Reddy, decided to release him from the active caseload. Their report stated that he was no longer expressing psychotic symptoms and would be seen only on request.

Domino was not examined again until June 1996, when he asked to see a psychiatrist. A member of the psychiatric team met with him and wrote in Domino’s file that “suicidal ideation was present but no plan [was] evident.” Domino scheduled another meeting with a therapist in July 1996, which he failed to attend. He next met with a member of the psychiatric team on the day of his suicide, as described above.

The plaintiffs presented an affidavit from Dr. Dennis Koson, a well-known expert in correctional psychiatry, stating that the five-minute evaluation and subsequent inaction amounted to a “virtual abandonment” of Domino. Other records show Domino as extremely depressed, feeling hopeless, and banging his head on the table loud enough that guards outside Reddy’s office heard it.

In reversing, the Fifth Circuit stated in effect that it would not be permissible for a reasonable jury to conclude that Reddy knew that Domino was a serious suicide risk. The court was actually stating that nothing supported the subjective knowledge requirement aspect of deliberate indifference. Indeed, the court’s unexpressed logic would seem to be that suicidal ideation and suicide attempts over time are more supportive of malingering—or its first cousin, secondary gain—than credible evidence of suicide risk. The formula at work here may be even more pernicious: the longer the duration of suicide threats, the less credibility to be attached to the threatener (“If he was really serious, he would have…”).

The record supports a different result than the one reached: a seriously ill inmate, depressed, hopeless, taken off medication but not taken seriously. For this court to resolve the matter on summary judgment is almost beyond the pale.

3) Professional Judgment Issues

*Estate of Max G. Cole v. Fromm,* discussed earlier in this chapter, raises some interesting issues. In this case, the detainee committed suicide while hospitalized by placing a plastic bag used as the liner for a clothes hamper over his head and suffocating to death. This detainee was reporting suicidal thoughts, but apparently they were not couched in terms of present intention. The decedent was on a suicide precaution watch, but not a close watch, based on medical judgment. This form of suicide—using a bag from a clothes hamper liner—had never before been encountered at this hospital, and there was evidence that it generally was very rare in custodial suicides.

Are we able to say that there was a risk of suicide, based on the decedent’s words, and that the use of plastic bags in an area accessible by patients on suicide watch represented a suicide risk as to the means employed? The answer would appear to be yes. However, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals was concerned with a “strong likelihood” versus a “mere possibility” and in the use of this measure of probability, the court joined the requirement of a high risk of the event with a high risk regarding the means employed. That there is “some risk” did not require the adoption of all preventive measures, according to the court.112

The court relied on *Youngberg v. Romeo*113 first to set up, and then to resolve, important policy disputes. The initial question here relates to the significance of the exercise of medical, or professional, judgment. A doctor concluded that the decedent was not a high risk of suicide, with the very restrictive precautions attendant to that decision.114

An expert for the plaintiffs was prepared to disagree both as to the risk of suicide and the risk attendant to access of the plastic bag actually employed. Relying on *Romeo,* the court stated: “[D]eliberate indifference may be inferred based upon a medical professionals’ erroneous treatment decision only when the medical professional’s decision is such a substantial departure from accepted professional judgment, practice, or standards as to demonstrate that the person responsible did not base the decision on such a judgment.”115

This effectively precludes reliance on another, basically opposed, medical opinion even if other experts would, in a sense, vote with the latter opinion. Courts view this as a mere disagreement of professional judgment, with correctional (or here, hospital) authorities able to rely on the sole, contrary view so long as professional judgment was exercised.

The second use of *Romeo* here relates to the policy issue of personal freedom versus bodily restraint to prevent death. Noting that detainees have a limited right to avoid personal restraint116 and a right to avoid injury, the court stated:

When faced with treatment of an individual in state custody, a medical professional must consider conflicting rights. Cole had a right to be free from restraint, but this right was not absolute; it ended at the point at which his freedom of restraint posed the substantial risk that he would seriously injure or kill himself. At that point, Cole had a right to appropriate treatment, including bodily restraint. Where these conflicting medical rights intersect is a matter of medical judgment. In making this judgment, the medical professional must balance the need for treatment against competing concerns—i.e., preventing unnecessary treatment, the need for freedom from unnecessary restraint, etc. Surely, if defendants bound, gagged, and immobilized like Hannibal Lecter every patient for the sole purpose of preventing the patients from injuring themselves, then Cole would not have been able to access the plastic bags. At the same time, however, defendants would have violated Cole’s right to be free from bodily restraint because the doctor would have failed to exercise medical judgment. *Youngberg* and *Farmer* both
require medical professionals to exercise medical judgment. The right to be free from bodily restraint is breached when an individual is restrained unless the decision was made pursuant to an appropriate exercise of judgment by a health professional. If the decision is made by a professional, it is presumptively valid. We find that the same standard applied to allegations of improper medical treatment as evidence of “deliberate indifference.”

In Cole, the issue of duty to provide a safe environment focused on the availability of the plastic bags. Some of the defendants conceded that they knew such bags could be used to commit suicide and all of the nursing defendants admitted they would have confiscated a plastic bag from Cole if they had seen him obtain it, which they did not.

Regarding the possibility of deliberate indifference on the safety issue, the court stated:

There is no evidence, however, that any defendant perceived the presence of the plastic bags in the BU2 unit to be a danger to Cole or other patients. In addition, no person who had worked in the BU2 unit, visited it, or inspected it had ever recognized that the bags posed a risk to the patients and no person had called such risk to the Hospital’s attention. Finally, there was no evidence that any BU2 unit patient had ever tried to harm himself or herself with a plastic bag prior to Cole’s suicide.

Cole, then, is not a case about the failure to obtain relevant information, nor is it about having some information that actually indicates prior suicide attempts (e.g., scars on the wrists) but is not interpreted properly. This is a case in which the decedent was believed to be a suicide risk and the accessible implement used to commit suicide was believed to be an object that is dangerous in the hands of a suicidal person. Why then was summary judgment for the defendants affirmed?

Expert opinion existed to the effect that the risk was not “serious”—meaning imminent, in my view—and that while the bags were dangerous, the danger factor relates to the imminence of the danger of suicide. If this sounds rather strained, it is a view shared with this author.

Indeed, I find the entire analysis by the Cole court flawed, and especially so in denying the plaintiffs an opportunity for a trial by a jury. If professional judgment, as here, is used to trump compelling evidence supportive of deliberate indifference, then the possibility of recovery in such cases becomes even more illusory. The professional judgment standard as used in Cole becomes a proxy for the older “hands-off” doctrine and substitutes a concern with who decides for the more substantive basis of how the decision is made.

**Post-Suicide Attempt Duties**

A model suicide prevention policy speaks clearly to what should be done when correctional staff approach an area where there is an obvious suicide attempt:

Upon entering the cell, correctional staff shall never presume that the victim is dead, rather life-saving measures shall be initiated immediately. In hanging attempts, the victim shall first be released from the ligature (using the emergency rescue tool if necessary). Staff shall assume a neck/spinal cord injury and carefully place the victim on the floor. Should the victim lack vital signs, CPR shall be initiated immediately. All life-saving measures shall be continued by correctional staff until relieved by medical personnel.

Model rules or best practices, however, do not always coincide with the relevant legal rules. Dispace v. Goord dealt with the question of when it may be deliberate indifference to fail to make any effort to revive a prison inmate found hanging in his cell. The Federal District Court Judge adopted the Magistrate Judge’s report, which found that as of August 1999 the law on point was not defined with reasonable clarity, thus requiring a finding of qualified immunity on behalf of two officers and a nurse. Qualified immunity serves as a defense where the constitutional right at issue is not clearly defined at the time of the event at issue. The court also suggested that in the interim the law has changed, putting more of an affirmative duty on responding staff to attempt revival where there is no danger to staff and the stricken inmate just might benefit. Thus, current law may actually coincide with the model rule noted earlier.

Ralph Tortorici had a long history of mental illness known to the New York Department of Correctional Services (DOCS). He was last seen alive in his cell at 4:32 A.M. on August 10, 1999. Correctional Officer Krause found the decedent hanging from a sheet in his cell at 4:47 A.M. Krause radioed for help and entered the cell pulling the looped sheet from Tortorici and lowering him to the ground.

Correctional Officer Skinner arrived and found no pulse or vital signs. Nurse Murphy then arrived and found no radial or carotid pulse. She used a stethoscope and heard no heart beat. She also noted signs of lividity. None of the above individuals started any resuscitation efforts, although a DOCS policy required immediate CPR for “any person found unresponsive and without pulse or respirations.”

As it developed, Krause’s radio was not working when he attempted to make the “code blue” call and he ran about 150 feet to the control room to get the cell door opened. He returned to the cell in about thirty seconds. He clearly believed on first contact that the inmate was dead. He heard sounds indicating others, likely more trained, were on the way.

The court found:

In light of recent case law, it would be reasonable to conclude today that prison officials have a duty to administer life-saving care even in the absence of a pulse or respiration where circumstances indicate the possibility of a very recent death and the individuals are available to give such care. Given the expected imminent arrival of medical personnel, however, it might not be the case that the Constitution imposes that obligation on an individual officer under the circumstances in which CO Krause found himself.
In any event, it is plain that any such right was not clearly established in 1999 because the law in this area was not “defined with reasonable clarity.”

Other courts of this era appear to have accepted that a good faith belief that an inmate was already dead excused efforts to revive. At the worst, the failure might be negligence. Thus, Krause’s reasonable belief that death had occurred and that more trained help was on the way established his claim to immunity.

Correctional Officer Skinner is in about the same legal situation. He checked for pulse and respiration and found neither. He did write a mildly contradictory note, “I think I felt a pulse, but I’m not sure.” However, there is no evidence that the inmate was alive or could have been saved. Skinner now cannot recall even creating the note. Thus, with only this note to rely on, the case could not even go to a jury on deliberate indifference.

As was true for Krause and Skinner, the only evidence in the record is that Nurse Murphy believed that Tortorici was dead based on her evaluation of him. Perhaps as a predicate for the belief that Nurse Murphy harbored ill will towards inmates, the plaintiffs argued that Murphy had a personal policy against administering CPR to prisoners. However, the deposition testimony plaintiffs relied on for this predicate demonstrates that while Nurse Murphy had a policy of not performing mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to inmates due to the risk of disease, she clearly stated that she performed CPR on inmates with the aid of an “ambu-bag.”

The plaintiffs argued that Nurse Murphy violated a DOCS directive in failing to commence CPR. The policy requires “First Responders” to “immediately” commence CPR on “any person found unresponsive and without pulse or respirations.” The court found that the violation of this stated policy did not provide a basis for finding that there was a violation of the Federal Constitution.

In summing up, the court stated:

Taking all evidence in their favor, plaintiffs at best have made the case that Nurse Murphy was faced with a body without pulse or respiration—but one that theoretically might still have benefited from a resuscitation effort, such as CPR. And, as the court previously noted with respect to CO Krause, the court would be prepared to hold that a trained prison employee’s failure to commence such efforts where there is no danger to the employee—and when faced with a person who might benefit from such efforts—constituted a violation of the Eighth Amendment’s “deliberate indifference” standard (although it is unclear that plaintiffs have mustered enough evidence to show that Tortorici might have benefited from resuscitation efforts by the time Nurse Murphy arrived). Such a ruling, however, would be of no assistance to plaintiffs for the same reasons already stated as to CO Krause: case law existing in 1999 disagreed with this premise and declares that the failure to conduct CPR does not constitute a constitutional violation. Because of the lack of clarity in the law at that time, Nurse Murphy is entitled to qualified immunity from suit.

Obviously, today it is the far better practice to follow the model policy provision quoted above. Do not confuse what might seem to be a vain act with what is now almost certainly a legally required act.

Liability for custodial suicide, whether a prisoner, detainee, or arrestee, in a Section 1983 federal civil rights action, remains very difficult to establish. Establishing actual knowledge of a high degree of risk is difficult except in the most obvious and egregious cases.

Cases are settled, without doubt, and then do not find their way into the collective body of wisdom found in our reported case law. Such cases likely will be the most egregious and difficult to defend. In repeatedly making my “it’s difficult to win” statement, I do not mean to provide custodians with a false sense of security or a dubious sense of what’s right. The indefensible case that is settled, then, may more nearly resemble the case to avoid than many of the cases discussed here.
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At the time of the threat, the decedent did have a weapon. The decedent was in a delirious, mentally ill and also showed that the officers involved in the shooting received training in this area. The decedent previously treated the decedent, that the cell housing the inmate increased the severity of the mental illness, and that there simply was no rationale for reducing (or eliminating) the medication.

The jury awarded no compensatory damages and only $6,279.00 punitive damages, the cost of the funeral. The Court of Appeals remanded for further findings on damages. 894 F.2d at 150.

The plaintiff’s best argument would have been that constant observation was required and would have been preventative. Removal of clothing, except for a belt and shoelaces, is not usually recommended.

This process is not unusual, since the local jail may be the only readily available custodial facility for persons who are homeless or dangerous and facing a commitment hearing. The reference to Williams as a “detainee” is a bit of a stretch but serves to distinguish him from a convicted inmate.

Of course, without knowing how easy it was to access the sprinkler head, presumably by standing on the furniture, these points are not very helpful. That this is the first suicide in this jail is relevant, but it is not determinative of liability on facts such as those in Williams. Id.
The court reviewed a number of interesting decisions on point, reproduced here as an aid to possible further research: Heflin v. Stewart County, 958 F.2d 709 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 998 (1992); Clinton v. County of York, 893 F.Supp. 581 (D.S.C. 1995); Reed v. Woodruff County, 7 F.3d 808 (8th Cir. 1993); Jackson v. Johnson, 118 F.Supp.2d 278 (N.D.N.Y. 2000); appeal dismissed in relevant part, 13 Fed.Appx. 51 (2d Cir. June 27, 2001); Tlamka v. Serrell, 244 F.3d 628 (8th Cir. 2001); Bahner v. Carmack, 1997 WL 94705 (8th Cir. Mar. 6, 1997). In Bradich v. Chicago, 413 F.3d 688 (7th Cir. 2005), there were futile efforts at resuscitation, unacceptable delay in getting medical help, and a likely cover-up of pre- and post-suicide events.
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